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About This Game

Become a real master of the free city run with ParkourMan! If you choose the life in motion, here goes the time to change into
the little man and challenge yourself. Perform fantastic tricks and stunts, overcome the obstacles, climb high buildings and never

stop moving. Collect coins and special boosters which will help you to be faster, stronger and even more enduring. Beware of
too high houses and deep holes – you may fall down! Explore different city views and locations, unlock amazing skins for your
character and power its characteristics up. Upgrade your reaction, make good decisions fast and without hesitation, and conquer

this parkour world!

Features:

Parkour simulator
Endless forward movement

Randomly generated obstacles and tracks
Bright and colorful graphics

Interesting boosters as the way to power yourself up
Train your reaction!

Enjoy the freedom in motion with ParkourMan!
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There is a bug in the game in which when you launch it the game will often stay on a black screen and the only way to fix this is
to delete your save. It's extremely infuriating and i recommend you stay away from this game until they patch the bug.. I have
really enjoyed this game thus far, while initially seeming a little sparse, I very quickly realised that there is actually alot of
nuance and interesting interactions between mechanics. The traits for your soldatos, capos and your don, for example, at first
seemed a little generic and boring, until I realised they stack on top of each other in the geographic divisions of the game,
allowing interesting stacking and builiding of modifiors and alot of interesting possibilities there alone! This game is teeming
with things like that, the mechanics all feel well thought out and nuanced.

The game is also very thematically sound with money being the sole driving purpose and primary resource of everything you do,
your actions are abstracted in a brilliant way, almost simulating the dissonance between the leader of a criminal syndicate and
the carnage they create. You will end up killing dozens of people, in the cold pursuit of money, and you will not see any of it, it
is purely impersonal and just numbers.

It very much feels like a good boardgame and one can see that the devs were going for that in a way with the design of the map,
the one menu you have in the game, looks like a boardgame, and it works. It is a compact, well thought out and surprisingly
nuanced game.

I do have a few light criticisms of the game, that are a little annoying, but that I am sure will be addressed in future patches:
- the lack of tutorial makes starting the game a little jarring, although there is a glossary button at the top of the screen that
explains all of the game mechanics well, it is never pointed out to you.
- the ui feels a little oversized, perhaps it is just due to having a lower resolution, but it takes up about 2\/5ths of the screen at all
times at least, it makes it feel slightly clutered. I think it could do well with slightly scaling down the ui elements slightly.
- the music is nice, however there are a small number of tracks and they very quickly start to repeat, a small gripe, but worth
mentioning

I will definately be playing more of this in the coming days, and I'm excited to see what will be done with this game and this
studio in the future, and I wish them luck.. I have played the game for two hours now. My view of the game is there is still place
for improvements (normal for a pre-release) in these domains:
1. You cannot save your progression. There are only two game mode: normal where death is not permanent (but you loose a
crew member) or a sort of "permadeath" where you have to restart from scratch. You can only save your progression while
exiting the game. Taking in account the game is still in alpha it is a bit harsh... maybe an easy mode, where you can save\/load
will be handy.
2. Piloting your ship is not easy... You have to steer the ship while targeting enemies. The ship doesn't shoot straight (like a
plane) but has weapons turret-like mounted. Combining the two actions (steering the ship + pointing the turret) is a fastidious
task. The camera orientation doesn't help, as you get a view from outside the ship that follows turrets + steering. Maybe a "lock
on target" system for the turrets will come handy while you concentrate on moving the ship? BTW enemies seem to have such a
device because they hardly miss you :-)

Will I recommend the game? Well, I didn't play enough to tell a definite yes or no, but the current ship handling is really
cumbersome (IMHO). The game is more a space RPG than a "shoot them up" and has a long learning curve. I will continue to
discover the game further, but all of this piloting exhausted me a bit...

Please do note these are only my first impressions and maybe you will have a rather different opinion about the game..
Personally, I enjoyed this visual novel. I bought it despite some of the bad reviews, as it was cheap, and was pleasantly surprised.
The writing does lean towards excess, and could do with some editing - for example, a lengthy description of Kira's appearance
is not necessary, as we see her sprite and already know about her apple-green eyes.
I loved the odd sense of place this game had. It felt somewhat familiar, yet alien. I also liked the way the story emerged as a
series of vignettes - again though, there are some loose ends and the transitions in some places were a bit confusing. In one
instance, art appears before the writing has caught up, leaving me confused as to why the protagonist was talking about Kira
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walking away when the art shows her smiling with a fishing net.
I liked the ending, but the lengthy explanation Kira gives felt a tad clumsy. I also disliked how every ending has Kira deciding to
be good, either before or after she murders the protagonist

The game is very short, it took me under an hour to 100% it.

All in all, this is just what I think. The bad reviews raise good points, but for me the good outweighed the bad in the end..
Actually funny :D
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The first time i've played the game, i got many problems with framerate and there was many bugs with sprites. But the Dev is
aware and care of your situation and solved the problem rapidly.

The game itself is nice, take some rogue-like elements, RPG items, Asteroid gameplay and a huge replayability, take all of those
things into a shaker and tadam : Starship Rubicon

If you like games like Starsector, space game and shooter, this is for you !. Perfect game gives the right credit to the movies.. I
wish there was more!. This is probably a very good game for folks who enjoy old-school, tough-as-nails platformers, however I
am not one of those. I only played a few minutes, but I clearly see that this is not a game for me. Whereas a game like Shovel
Knight captures me wholeheartedly, this one does not.

Traps that are learned through trying and failing are not my cup of tea.. I'm not gonna lie, I was really hoping this would be
something good. As a fan of Dead by Daylight dying for a new horror mutiplayer experience on par with Soul at Stake (a game I
loved but is now essentially unplayable in North America since migrating the servers specifically for China). While I respect
what the developers are trying to do, this is just not a good game. In fact, it was a massive let down.

https:\/\/gaming.youtube.com\/watch?v=9Z69uPIEl6c

It seems like the whole goal is to go around and explore areas for specific items or trinkets you need to kind of offer up as a
sacrifice to cleanse the city you are roaming around. You are pitted against a small group of enemies (I encountered three)
including a man\/woman spider-like creature that looked like something you might find on the Unity asset store that may or may
not attack you. If it doesn't, it will attack the wall, a random table, or the air behind them. That creature in particular will lurch
forward and knock you down, and unless you luck out you WILL die since it attacks faster than you can stand back up.
Basically, the enemy A.I. is broken.

When you die, you turn into a free-floating spirit who can either weep or spawn a gambling chip by spamming the Y button on
the controller. I won't lie, I have no idea what you are supposed to do at this point, and it's not mentioned in the tutorial. All I
know is a random wraith took me away and gave me a second chance out of nowhere. You have a limited inventory as well, so
chances are you will run out of room looking for the things you need to cleanse the city and go back to base before you find a
synthesizing workbench or place to sacrifice the objects within the twenty-four hours you are given to do it.

And this leaves the city which, well, looks like it wants to be classic Devil May Cry for a modern gamer, but it just looks like a
ton of assets hatily thrown together to resemble one. In the playthrough video above you can see me happening upon a random
wooden cabinet in an alleyway for no reason whatsoever, which can't even be opened. I also wound up opening things without
even facing them, just having been in their general direction. You can even get tripped upon and have to jump over the tiniest of
humps, like I did during a run in the tutorial (see video below) when trying to go up a flight of stairs and clear the top of it to go
forward.

As for the controls, it at least handles ok. It wants to be Dark Souls (in fact you can tell the developers trying to recreate that
experience) but ends up more like a less tankier original Resident Evil 2 special edition with analog controls. And of course
there's a stamina meter. Why wouldn't there be one that drains when you attack, jump, or that everso tiresome act of just
standing around blocking by crossing your arms? And finally don't bother with your keyboard as the whole game is set up to use
the controller, and the mouse sensitivity is almost impossible to reel in, even when lowering the dpi on your mouse physically.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/hP8nH9vEpVI

As someone who loved the PlayStation 2 era of gaming, even PlayStation 1 [note I was born in '85 and gaming since the NES],
this game was very appealing. Looking inspired by some of the most enjoyable horror games of the time in a multiplayer setting
was something like a dream come true. However, this title has potential, but it handles like you pay $20 US ($14.99 release date
price) for an early beta\/early access release. Fight the Horror feels rough and unfinished. Most of what exists would be
laughable if you weren't too busy trying to wrap your head around how poorly executed all but some the controls are. Maybe if
4DMACAU puts a good deal more work into it this will be something moderately enjoyable, but for now just stay far, far away
rom this one.. One of the worst games I've ever tried to play.

Takes two minutes to launch, Steam Overlay won't work, crashes two clicks into tutorial, cannot get past this.
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Ten out of ten would refund again.. A pretty fun PC version of the classic game.
Gave it a quick play through. It's Risk. Looking forward to playing with my girlfriend via the hotseat mode.
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